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1)	INTRODUCTION
	The present day Book Binding is an important aspect in library and information science education. Generally the education includes books, and books must be containing binding either hard-bound or soft (paper) bound. Binding is the process of putting the pages of a book between the covers. Binding holds books together and protects them from wear and tear. It also makes them attractive and easy to use binding range from elaborate, hand-tooled leather to hardboard or papers.
	Books once were bound entirely by hand today, machines bind almost all over books a single book binding  plant called a bindery, can produce by machines as many as 1,50,000 books in a day. This is many times more than could be bound by hand in that time. But hand bound books have special values, such as appearance, durability to avoid shabbiness. "The binding of the books is both a craft and an art" of attaching stout covers by means of tapes or cords (gages) to the sewn gathering of books for their protection and convenience of handling. "A craft refers to requiring a high degree of technical skill and a considerable found of information about the materials and process used in book production, during all periods of history. An art refers to decoration of the cover in various styles in which some gifted binders of the past have attained substantial heights of achievement, comparable to artistic creativity in other media".
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2)	Need for book binding 
        Each library adds to it collection some reading materials according to its funds and policies. In turn, these books and periodicals are issued to readers for their use. In this process, wear and tear of reading material not of lasting value is weeded out or discarded but at the same time, there are some books which are repaired for the constant use of readers.
         The term 'repair' here means the binding of books and periodicals. A big library normally has its own binding section. But a considerable number of libraries get their materials bound through the commercial book binders.
	Binding is also a process of preserving books. As the proverb goes, "a stitch in time save nine" unless any worn out or to damaged book is bound in time, it is not possible to preserve it. The following are the reasons to bind the books.
	1.	To keep the book preserved for long period.
	2. 	To keep the book cleaned and well decorated. 
	3. 	To preserve perishable and frail materials.
	4. 	To resist wear and tear.
	5. 	To avoid damage from rough handling.
	6. 	To give a new look.
       	The important reason of book binding is that, if a book is properly maintained, bound, and shelved it will attract the reader. Reader will at one time will open the book only for the sake of its decoration and shining of book binding. It is a best media of advertisement also. Books are our grate friends. We must treat them with full regards and should save them from injuries and injurious elements. 

3)	Gensies of Book BINDING:
	Early philanthropist wrote on rocks, sand, mud and tree trunks. But to make his/her knowledge available to other, he had to write on something that could be passed from one generation to another generation. The people of ancient civilization wrote on tablets of wet clay. When the tablets were dried in the sun or baked in hot oven, they became very hard. The hard tablets could then be passed around for many years. 
	But as man found more and more to write about the clay tablets became less suitable, for they were too heavy and bulky to easily carried to longer period. What is needed that was something right enough to be portable and yet contain many thousands of words. At the same time it had be easy to read and had to last a long time man designed a book.
4	Anatomy of the Bound Book
		Viewed from the angle of binding, a book is a chain of eleven links. It is a symmetrical link with paper as the central link. The following diagram gives a schematic representation of the book as such a symmetrical link.
Fig. 1 Bound Book : Parts
		The diagram discloses the parts of a bound book needing attention while binding.
Conclusion:
	Books are the life-blood of grate thinkers of the past and the present. They represent the life-long labours and researches undertaken by philosophers, sages, scientists and literatures. It is a very pleasant, though difficult, task of a librarian to preserve the treasure of knowledge which is found in the form of books and documents. It is rather his religious duty to conserve this knowledge in an appropriate manner.
		Books deserve care and respect.  They should be properly handled so that they may serve many readers. Careful treatment will make them last longer so that the library will save and have more money for purchase of other books. Thoughtless readers, who mark books, turn down the leaves or damage them by tearing out pictures, lessen the pleasure of future readers and cause the books to be discarded sooner. Through carelessness, readers sometimes injure books by exposing them to rain or storm, by letting them become soiled, and especially by straining the stitching. Books get injured if pads of paper, note books, pencils, pen or other thick objects are placed inside them. The spine of a book where the leaves are fastened has a coating of glue. Sometimes, the spine of a new book breaks if we force it open and the leaves near the broken part soon become loose.
		Students should be instructed on the care and handling of books and a sense of responsibility and respect for the rights and property of others should be inculcated in them. They should be made to feel that the library is the common property of all and the books should not be defaced or mutilated. They ought to realize the fragile nature of books, and should learn the correct method of handling them and to practice good care in their use. 
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